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THE PANAMA CANAL AND THE DIS 
TRIBUTION OF THE FLEET 

BY REAR-ADMIRAL A. T. MAHAN, U. S. N. 

The question of the proper distribution of a national 
navy is not only of great importance, but often of much per 

plexity to a State having large external interests; especially 
if these be not only extensive, but divergent. Great Britain, 

despite her enormous fleet, has for two centuries past illus 

trated this, owing to her wide-spread commercial system 
and scattered dependencies. To use the strong expression 
of a French admiral, 

" In the midst of riches she has felt 
all the embarrassment of poverty." The British official 

who answers to our Secretary of the Navy wrote to the 

celebrated Rodney, "It is impossible to have a superior 
fleet in all quarters." Upon this followed the corollary, 
that the fleet must be ready to move in force from one quar 
ter to another, according to the turn of the struggle; a readi 
ness which can be perfectly assured only by keeping it 

together. The difficulty, in short, is one that cannot be re 
moved entirely, because the causes cannot cease to exist; 
but it can be met with good prospect of success, provided 
well-settled principles, based upon past experiences, are 

duly and steadily observed in practice. 
Fundamental among these principles is that of concentra 

tion, a word which may be said to include the whole of mili 
tary art as far as a single word can, as it comprises also 

the secret of successful purpose in any enterprise and in 

any calling. But concentration is a general term, the appli 
cation of which is determined by the specific circumstances 
of each case. Of such circumstances, position is among the 

most decisive. War, said the great Napoleon, is a business 
of positions. The point of concentration, as well as the 
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necessity for it, has to be considered. Concentration itself 

might be considered a species of position, in that it decides 
that the position of the fleet shall be single, not dual. 

It is purposed here to apply these remarks to the case of 

the United States Navy, under the conditions consequent 
upon the completion of the Panama Canal. One first essen 

tial to be noted is that any general disposition adopted 
should have direct reference to a state of war, and as far as 

practicable should conform to that which the opening of 
war requires. Independent of the fact that such an arrange 
ment accelerates mobilization, there is the further very im 

portant consideration that a change of dispositions, when 

political relations are strained, may, by the impression pro 
duced on another government or people, precipitate the 

very issue which diplomacy is seeking to avert. Since these 

words were written, the persistence of Eussia in mobilizing 
?not any hostile action on her part?is alleged by Germany 

as her reason for declaring war. Not military readiness 

only, but sound civil policy also, dictates that the disposi 
tions of peace anticipate the demands of war. 

The case of the United States, with two seaboards so 

widely separated in water distance as the Atlantic and Pa 

cific, is not unprecedented. It is only an extreme instance 

of conditions found elsewhere. Spain, and still more 

France, have known inconvenience, and at times have ex 

perienced disaster, from the division of naval force between 

the Mediterranean and the Atlantic. Constrained by in 
terests on both coasts, and by the administrative necessity 
of providing navy-yards on both, because either might be 

the chief scene of a war, the fleet was distributed between 

the two. The effort subsequently to concentrate, whether in 

one home port or at some external position, led to many 

strategic mishaps, entailing at times not only failure, but 
destruction. Trafalgar is a signal instance of a massive 

catastrophe, the prelude to which was a series of abortive 

attempts to combine several squadrons previously divided 

between the two seaboards of France and of Spain. 
An example of the same, more striking to us because 

contemporary, was the fatal policy which led Eussia in her 
recent war with Japan to dally with concentration, and to 
permit her fleet to remain divided between the Baltic and 
the Far East, while peace still existed. Two years before 
the war began, the larger part of the Baltic fleet was already 
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in the Far East, in force substantially equal to the Japanese 

Navy. But it might have been superior; and the practice 
of sending reinforcements in detachments enabled Japan, 

noting the course of events, to declare war at the critical 

moment when one was on the way which might turn the 

scales. It could not proceed, because the Japanese fleet 

barred the junction, and Russian equality was prevented 
from becoming superiority. The effort to concentrate at an 

improper position, instead of assembling in home waters 

and proceeding thence together, drew the jealous attention 

of the enemy, who not only was enabled, but necessitated, to 

strike before the meeting was effected. A consummate mas 

ter of the art of war, commenting on a similar military con 

juncture a century before, wrote, 
" 

What complicated pains 
to concentrate in the face of the enemy, when it could per 

fectly well have been done beyond his reach!" 

Undoubtedly, conditions arise which necessitate division 
of effort. For example, Great Britain is compelled now to 
a concentration of war shipping in home waters, more im 

posing than any she has had to maintain since the navy of 

Holland rivaled that of England two hundred and fifty 
years ago. The cause, too, is the same; substituting the 

German Empire of to-day for the Holland of the seven 

teenth century. But while this position of the British main 
fleet covers, as against Germany, all approaches to British 

shores by the Atlantic, it does not equally guard routes 

using the Mediterranean, whether for commerce, or for ac 

cess to political interests in Egypt and India. These re 
main exposed and must be protected; for a very large frac 

tion of British trade originates in the Levant and Black 

Sea, while still more comes from the Far East, passing by 
the Suez Canal through the Strait of Gibraltar. Either 

by her own power or by secure alliance, it is essential to 

Great Britain so to control the Mediterranean that her com 

munications throughout should be safe against the possible 
action of Germany's Mediterranean allies, Austria and 

Italy. 
When such widely divergent yet indispensable interests 

are at stake, there are two principal means of defense. One 

is to be superior on both scenes; the other is such a distri 
bution of aggregate force as to give a probable chance of 

concentration in superior numbers at the point where danger 

is imminent, before the enemy can himself act. It is evident, 
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however, that for Great Britain no distribution is permis 
sible which will deprive her home waters of superiority over 
a possible antagonist so near as Germany. She is compelled 
to the first alternative,?superiority on both scenes, either 

by her own ships or by those of an ally. 
It will be noted that the nearness of Germany to Great 

Britain herself, and that of her allies to British vital inter 
ests in the Mediterranean, form a combination of simultane 
ous perils, constituting a peculiarly menacing situation. 

If Great Britain were equidistant from both, she would 
have a central position, which might afford opportunity to 

meet first one and then the other, in successive encounter; 
while if there was little probability that war would spring 
up in both quarters at the same time, conditions would be 
still further modified. But in each case concentration, to 

the extent of assured superiority at the point of contact, is 

the one thing needful. That such concentration should be 

the controlling factor in peace dispositions,?should be the 
normal state then,?is evident from the rapidity with which 
modern wars develop, and from the political fact that, when 

relations are strained, significant movements may precipitate 
hostilities. 

Whatever change in international relations the remoter 

future may have in store, it is fairly sure that the present 
outlook makes improbable any conjuncture of simultaneous 

dangers for the United States, in both Atlantic and Pacific, 
such as hangs over Great Britain in her home waters and 

the Mediterranean. If Panama be held securely, no one 

naval enemy can threaten both our coasts at the same time, 
without great and undue risk to itself. Concerted action 
to the same end, by an Atlantic naval power in co-operation 

with one in the Pacific, is unlikely. This may be inferred 
from the terms of the treaty of alliance between Great 
Britain and Japan; and still more from the apparent ac 

quiescence in the general principles of the Monroe Doctrine 
on the part of the naval states of Europe. Although not 
formulated, this acquiescence has been shown very prac 

tically in more than one connection; notably in the still 

pending Mexican troubles. Europe indeed has in the Bal 

kans, in Asia, and in Africa, preoccupations so critical as to 

disincline any single state from embarking in a policy of 
American adventure. 

Nothing of this, however, modifies the policy of concentra 
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tion, in the sense that wherever the fleet may be at a given 
moment it should there be in local superiority to any prob 
able enemy. The Russian navy, being superior in the aggre 

gate to that of Japan, it was of comparatively little im 

portance whether it was concentrated in the Baltic or in the 

Far East; but it was of immense importance that it should 
be concentrated, not divided. As a general proposition, this 

evidently implies more than the formulation of a mere 

strategic requirement. It applies equally to national naval 

policy: that the navy, as constituted by legislation, should 

be big enough to assure such superiority. Naval policy is 

essentially and supremely a question of foreign relations. 

Granting a superiority based upon properly calculated 

estimates of international relations, concentration of the 

battle-fleet of the L^nited States is a matter of much more 

consequence than its precise position. Not that position 
is of less than great importance. The Russian battle-fleet 

would have been much better placed in the Far East than 
in the Baltic. It was not adequate to both, as the event 

proved; but, if it had been united, its remoteness?in the 
Baltic?would not have occasioned the decisive disaster 

which division entailed. It was the business of the Russian 

Executive to form its estimate of the general European 

situation, including therein its own secret purposes; and 

then, before war threatened, to assemble its battle-fleet, and 

send it where it should be most surely at hand, if war came; 
but on no account to divide it. 

In point of distance, the Baltic and the Far East consti 

tuted a dilemma not very unlike that of our Atlantic and 
Pacific seaboards before the Canal is open for use. The 

Canal completed, and secured against hostile enterprise, we 

shall have there a central position, similar to that imagined 
above for Great Britain as to Germany and the Mediterra 
nean. Even before the Canal, however, despite the immense 

distance and the administrative difficulties, of coal and sup 

plies, connected with transferring the fleet from ocean to 

ocean, the dictates of sound policy demanded the concentra 

tion of the fleet, not its division between the two; for the 
plain reason that the margin of superiority was then, and 

is now, not large enough to permit separation. Halve the 

fleet, and it is inferior in both oceans. Divide into unequal 
fractions, keeping 

in one a bare superiority, and you have 

in the other a detachment in itself adequate to nothing ex 
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cept to soothe the tremors of old women and of the childish 
on shore; tremors of the character which lowered rents on 

the south shore of Long Island during the Spanish War, 
because of apprehension that an enemy's ships might spend 
(waste) ammunition on an open beach; whereas, joined to 
the main body, such a reinforcement may constitute a 

superiority so decisive as to prevent war. It is to be re 

membered also that the nominal aggregate of a military 
force is rarely available under the stress of actual war. The 

"present for duty" of troops in the field represents usually 
considerable reductions by sickness, detachments, and other 

incidents of service. So in a fleet, reliefs, accidents, detach 

ment for repairs or for recreation of the crew, cause deduc 

tions for which a margin of allowance must be made in 
calculation. 

The Canal modifies the previous situation by minimizing 
all the difficulties of transfer, but it does not change the 
dictate as to concentration. Even if Panama were a natural 

waterway, like the Strait of Gibraltar, an enemy by occu 

pying it in force would acquire advantage for keeping apart 
the divisions in the two oceans, if not already united. But 
an artificial channel, with locks, in a region like Panama, 
stands always in risk of interruption. Accident, surprise, 
treachery, a momentary lack of vigilance, other fortune of 

war, may effect a prolonged block of an essential line of 

communication, affording an enemy a strategic opportunity, 
through possessing decisive local superiority for whatever 
the period of closure may be. The provision against this is 
concentration. It may happen to be on the wrong side of the 
Canal at a critical moment; but it is better that such moment 
should find all on the wrong side than only half on the right, 
because transfer is always more feasible than junction, and 
the half might be annihilated while the whole could not. 

The people of the Pacific coast have shown themselves 
from time to time sensitive, if not apprehensive, about the 
absence of the main fleet from their shores. They have felt 
themselves to be the more endangered, both by position and 
by the smallness of the resident population as compared with 
the Atlantic seaboard. This is true; and upon it they have 
based a claim for a proportion of the battle-fleet to be 
stationed in their waters, thus dividing the force, and that 
under conditions of very great exposure. On the other 

hand, the Atlantic coast communities feel the claim of 
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greater numbers,?the claim of a majority; reinforced, of 

course, by the inevitable superior national concern in the 

larger commercial, manufacturing, and other interests, 
which superior numbers accumulate. On their side also is 

long-standing tradition. Men have not yet adjusted their 
thought to the new condition, that the Pacific rather than 
the Atlantic holds the problem of the near future; that 

Europe and Atlantic America have reached fairly stable 

conditions, both in themselves and toward each other; and 

that both are looking outward, the one eastward, the other 

westward, toward Asia. Further, questions of adminis 

tration, of supply and repair, are facilitated by the greater 

development of navy-yard equipment, occasioned by the 

hitherto usual presence of the ships in the Atlantic. These 

local feelings are an inevitable attendant of human na 

ture. They carry with them the evil of sectionalism, and 

constitute a problem for the government, which in a democ 

racy has to have regard to votes. The one solution, and the 

perfectly adequate reply, is that a military question, in this 

resembling all technical questions, must be settled on tech 

nical grounds; in this case on military grounds. 
In naval matters, however, international relations form 

a part of the military problem; and while these cannot 

modify the requirement of concentration, they do affect the 

questions of position and of the necessary numbers of the 

fleet. Consequently, while every naval officer who respects 
himself and his profession should be well informed as to 

international conditions, for not otherwise can he form 

sound military judgment or give adequate counsel when 

called upon, the general decision as to position belongs pri 

marily to the civil government in its executive branch; for, 
besides its control over the military services, it is charged 
with the ultimate responsibility of action, and it alone neces 

sarily possesses the needed information. A very critical 

part of this knowledge is the actual state of negotiations at 

any moment, the temper of other governments, and of their 

people; upon which depends the policy of fleet movements 

which might be construed to indicate distrust or offensive 
intention. All this responsibility is civil and executive; the 

military adviser may contribute sound military opinion, but 

decision rests elsewhere; in last analysis upon instructed 

public opinion. 
From this consideration springs the desirability of main 
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taining generally such dispositions as correspond to the 

demands of opening war, and which from their general 
permanence have no particular significance at a given mo 

ment. An instance of the contrary may be recalled in the 
answer of the British government to the German Emperor's 

telegram to Kruger. An additional squadron was ordered 

into commission?a perfectly pronounced diplomatic utter 

ance. However timely in the particular emergency, such 

action may be very untimely at another, and yet indispen 
sable to safety. This dilemma should be forestalled. 

A permanent arrangement of the character denoted would 

be that of planned frequent interchange of the main fleet 
from coast to coast. As far back as 1907, when the battle 

fleet made its voyage to the Pacific by way of Magellan, and 
ultimately round the world, I suggested the periodic repeti 
tion of the transfer; as tending not only to general efficiency, 
but to increased aptitude in the administrative processes 
involved. To this, in my judgment, should be added a prac 
tical recognition that the Caribbean Sea and Panama Canal 
form together a great central position, corresponding to 
one before imagined for Great Britain, and the most im 

portant within the sphere of action of the United States. 
This can be done either by designation,?the Caribbean 
Fleet; or by customary presence there, as being the center, 
to and from which movement takes place. One effect of 

this, and of the interchange advocated, would be to enforce 
the necessity for developing dockyard equipment and sup 

plies both in the Caribbean and in the Pacific; now less com 

plete than they should be from the military point of view. 
Another gain would be the facility which practice gives in 
passing the fleet from sea to sea. Although the manipula 
tion must be always under the charge of the Canal force, 
it is likely that, as a military measure, repetition would de 

velop methods in the management of the fleet conducive to 

rapidity and security. A right of way for the whole fleet, 
unbroken by merchant vessels, should be guaranteed. 

Above all, as a political measure, interchange would tend 
to appease sectional jealousy; while the assumption of the 
Canal and Caribbean as the main habitual station of the 
fleet would recognize actual international conditions, and in 

military calculations would form a sound habit of mind, 
which is possibly even more important than correct position 

accidentally taken,?not based on reasoned judgment. 
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The subject has been treated so far from the merely de 

fensive side; from the standpoint only of national local 

security as involved in the distribution of the fleet. It is to 
be borne in mind that this may have larger?or, rather, 
wider?functions to perform. It may be thought necessary, 
even from motives of defense, to transfer the fleet to ex 

ternal possessions, such as Hawaii and the Philippine 
Islands. Under particular circumstances it may be con 

sidered that defense is best promoted by offensive action; 
for such action, judiciously planned and adequately exe 

cuted, tends to keep the enemy's fleet where our own is, and 

therefore distant from our shores. 
" 

It is suggested," wrote 

Nelson in 1801, 
" that the Danish fleet will take advantage 

of our going up the Sound to escape and get to France; but 

I own I do not think they will send away so large a force 
while their capital and their own shores are threatened." 

In the days, centuries ago, when England really feared 

Spain, her seamen thought an attack on Cadiz, or elsewhere 
near the Spanish heart, the surest means to secure English 
shores. " 

Singeing the King of Spain's beard," they 
called it. 

This is but a commonplace of military art, and of the ex 

periences upon which that art is founded. Napoleon in 

1812, having in view the protection of Badajoz, then a 

French fortress in Spain, wrote as follows to Marmont, com 

manding in that region: 
" 

Concentrate your army around 

Salamanca (over a hundred and fifty miles north of Bada 

joz), keeping ready for instant action. There you are mas 

ter of all Wellington's movements. If he undertakes to 

march upon Badajoz, let him go. March straight upon Al 
meida (a principal British fortress, seventy miles west of 
Salamanca), and you may be sure he will quickly return. 

But he understands his business too well to commit such a 

fault [as making such an attempt] with you by your posi 
tion threatening Almeida." During our hostilities with 
Spain, in 1898, while Cervera's squadron was still in Santi 

ago undestroyed, a Spanish division under Camara sailed 

hurriedly from Cadiz for Suez, apparently intended against 
Dewey in the Philippines. It passed the Suez Canal two 
days before Cervera left Santiago. The reply was to de 
tach an American squadron of adequate force to operate 

against the Spanish coast. The squadron did not sail, but 
the publicity of the measure would tend to prevent Camara 
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from going farther; the more so that the whole American 
fleet was liberated for similar action so soon after, by Cer 

vera's defeat. It will be noted also, that Camara and Cer 

vera, having been separated by the primary dispositions of 

Spain, could not afterward unite. 

Security, therefore, is not always, nor most certainly, at 

tained by the immediate presence of the defensive force at 

the position to be defended. Often the purpose may be 
better accomplished by action elsewhere. It follows that 

this contingency also must be contemplated in the peace 
distribution of the Navy. Independently of the greater 
efficiency which usually characterizes a large assembly of 

vessels, owing to the mere stimulus of numbers and to the 

wider mutual competition thereby induced, the fleet when 
concentrated on the one coast or the other will be more 

quickly ready for action, sooner and more effectually mobi 

lized, than if separated. To concentrate is more difficult than 

to disperse, and all administrative processes also will be 

hastened. It is true, doubtless, that on a coast properly pro 
vided with yards preparation is expedited by distributing 
the fleet among them; and if preparation has not been com 

pleted, as it should be, before war comes, such division 

will be necessary. Concentration, however, in the military 
sense, does not mean always the immediate contact of the 

units concerned. Napoleon's instructions to Marmont, 

quoted above, assigned for the several corps two marches 

from Salamanca, the center of movement, as a concentra 

tion adequate for the particular purpose; because, so dis 

tributed, actual junction could be effected speedily enough. 
" 

Supporting distance 
" 

is the technical expression. So a 

fleet may be safely dispersed among navy-yards, provided 
conditions are such that preparation can be made and junc 
tion effected before a concentrated enemy appears. All 

this, however, is better done before war can begin; while, 
if it has been postponed, the whole process, if the fleet is to 

gether, can be completed sooner than if at the outset part is 
upon the Atlantic coast and part on the Pacific. As no use 
ful end can be accomplished by such division, there appears 
no valid military argument against sustained concentration 

in peace. 
In conclusion, a word may be said as to the real military 

relation of the Canal to the Navy, and of the Navy to the 

Canal; a question not always understood, and thought by 
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is said at times, somewhat querulously, that when there was 

no Canal this was advanced as an argument for a larger 

fleet, both coasts needing naval protection; but that when 

the Canal became an assured certainty its protection was 

alleged in turn as a reason for increasing the Navy. Some 

eminent citizens, a few years ago, memorialized Congress 

against fortifying the Canal, because, 
" with all the fortifi 

cations possible, it is still apparent that in time of war a 

guard of battle-ships at each entrance would be an absolute 

necessity, and equally apparent that with such guard the 

fortifications would be unnecessary." It is not easy to cite 
a more egregious instance of the dangers of the ignorant 

dealing with technical questions. 
The relation of the Canal to the Navy is that it opens a 

much shorter line of communication between the Atlantic 

and Pacific coasts, and thereby does enable a given number 

of ships?a given strength of fleet?to do a much greater 
amount of work: in the sense that it is able to reach one 
coast from the other in so much less time as is required to 

go by it instead of by the Strait of Magellan. Such an ad 

vantage may be represented in terms of fewer ships, as 

well as of less time. It is conceivable, though not probable, 
that both coasts might be exposed to attack at the same 

moment. Without the Canal this contingency could be met 

only by two fleets?that is, one of competent number on each 

coast. With the Canal not only is transfer quicker and, as 

to administrative problems, easier, but a fleet smaller in 

numbers than the aggregate of the two, yet decisively su 

perior to either enemy, has the chance of destroying first 
the one and then the other, as the Japanese destroyed first 
the Port Arthur fleet and then Rodjestvensky's. The value 
of the time element contributed by the Canal is apparent. 

Under present conditions, such a combination of enemies 

is unlikely, although in calculation it must be contemplated. 
With but one enemy, the Canal saves time, if the concen 

trated fleet has to go from one coast to the other. In last 

resort, if properly fortified, the Canal affords a retreat in 
case of reverse, and a means of speedy return when re 

established. The Canal, in short, is a central position, from 

which action may be taken in either direction, and it is also 
a decisive link in a most important line of communications. 

It is possible that, in the European war that has begun 
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since these lines were written, the Kiel Canal may afford 

pertinent illustration. 

That the Canal may so serve it must be fortified, and able 

to stand by itself, without battle-ship help against attack. 

The relation of the fleet to the Canal is that of every fleet to 
a port that has back of it no immediate resources, and must 

be supplied from home; for instance, the relation of the Brit 

ish fleet to Gibraltar. The fleet keeps open the communica 

tions by controlling the sea. I doubt if during the three 

years' siege of Gibraltar the navy proper fired a gun in de 

fense of the port; it was there very rarely, at long intervals, 
to bring supplies. The Bussian ships shut up in Port Ar 

thur were equally useless for assistance in the defense. To 

detach from the fleet?to divide it?in order to assist in de 

fense of the Canal, is not only open to the same objection as 

division between the coasts, but it will have the further dis 

advantage of being a measure inherently futile to the pro 

posed end. 

The Canal, therefore, assures the communications of the 

fleet, and in this respect is to be considered as a highway, 
as a means of transit. The fleet assures the communica 

tions, the line of supplies, to the Canal and its defenses, 
which from this point of view are an advanced base of opera 
tions. These services are reciprocal, but distinct. That 

Panama will have the unique privilege of two entrances, one 

on each ocean, assuring two lines of supplies, widely diver 

gent, emphasizes its independence, and that of the fleet; 

which, when acting in one ocean, has thus a covered line of 

supply in the other. In the matter of defense, regarded as 

a question of mere fighting, the fleet and Canal have no 

essential connection with each other. The Canal should 

be so fortified as to be indifferent^ at a moment of attack, 
whether the fleet is in its ports or a thousand miles away. 

A. T. Mahan. 
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